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a b s t r a c t 

Recently, different com plex lightweight structures are designed to save printing material, while satisfying 

specific demands on physical and geometrical properties. However, most structures need additional inte- 

rior support structures to help print, which not only damage the physical properties of the objects but 

also consume additional material, time, and energy. 

To handle the above problem, a sparsity optimization framework with support-free constraints is pro- 

posed in this work, to ensure the generated frame structures are support-free when manufactured with 

FDM printers. A struts elimination strategy is presented to avoid both inner and outer impending nodes. 

In addition, angles between adjacent inner struts and radii of struts are further optimized to reduce print- 

ing material while achieving a given structural strength. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the 

effectiveness and practicability of our algorithm. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (3D printing) enables the physical re-

alization of objects with unprecedented complexity from digi-

tal models. However, some mechanical properties are often over-

looked during the design or generation process. In consequence,

some models are too fragile to survive in printing, daily usage,

and transportation. In addition, the cost of some materials are still
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igh. Therefore, it is an important task to design lightweight struc-

ures, while meeting structural and geometrical properties. 

To achieve the above goals, different kinds of light-weight

tructures have been proposed, such as skin-frame structure [1] ,

oneycomb-cell structure [2] , truss structure [3] , medial axis

ree [4] , and bone-like porous structures [5] , etc. In addition, some

lgorithms have been proposed to strengthen the structural weak

egions by inserting additional struts [6] . Nevertheless, most struc-

ures generated with these algorithms cannot be directly printed

ithout additional interior support structures, because of the im-

ending surfaces, struts, or nodes. Therefore, they often suffer from

he problems of adding and removing the supporting structures. A

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2017.05.022
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Fig. 1. Non-support-free inner struts. The left one is generated by Stava et al. 

[6] and right one is generated by Wang et al. [1] with two opposite forces. 
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H  
urface or strut is impending if the angle θ (overhanging angle)

etween its outer normal n (a vector which is the outer normal

f the surface containing the strut and perpendicular to this strut)

nd printing direction d is smaller than a threshold (the commonly

sed value is 45 °), such as the green angle in the illustration, and a

ode is said to be impending if its z -coordinate is lower than the z -

oordinates of the other end points of the edges that connect with

t, such as the red node in the illustration. 

A structure satisfies the support-free printing property if and

nly if it does not have impending surfaces, edges, nodes. As seen

n Fig. 1 , the left one and right one are generated by the algo-

ithm in [6] and [1] , respectively. They do not take into account the

upport-free printing property of the generated structures, so some

mpending struts might exist and many interior support structures

ill be needed during printing. In addition, the printing of addi-

ional support structures consumes not only printing time, but also

aterial and energy. Furthermore, it is tough and sometimes even

mpossible to remove the additional support material inside the

bjects since most printed objects are closed volumes. Moreover,

he existence of the additional interior support structures may vio-

ate the physical or geometrical properties. For example, if we plan

o optimize the static stability of an object, although the optimized

igital model can achieve our goal, the printed additional interior

upport structures will break the desired static stability. 

As analysed above, it is necessary to take into account the

upport-free printing property of the model during the generation

f lightweight structures, while meeting specific structural and ge-

metrical constraints. Frame structure is one of the light-weight

tructures that used in [1] . They proposed an iterative optimiza-

ion algorithm to generate skin-frame structures to reduce material

ost, while achieving a given structural strength, printability, sta-

ility, and so on. However, they do not consider the support-free

rinting property of the generated inner struts. In this work, we

ainly focus on the generation of support-free inner frame struc-

ures. After initialization, a sparsity optimization with support-free

onstraint is proposed to eliminate redundant and non-support-

ree inner struts, and angles between neighboring inner struts and

adii of the rest of inner struts are further optimized to reduce

rinting material and meet a given structural strength. As a re-

ult, the proposed algorithm can guarantee that the generated in-

er struts not only are printed without interior support structure,

ut also meet a given structural strength. 

The contributions of this paper are two folds: 

• A support-free optimization framework is proposed to generate

support-free inner frame structures. 
• A struts elimination strategy is proposed to avoid impending

nodes both on the inner and outer frame structures. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

ection 2 , we will briefly review articles related to our algorithm.

roblem and constraints optimized in our formulation will be in-
roduced in Section 3 . The overall methodology of our support-

ree optimization framework will be introduced in Section 4 . To

emonstrate the practicability and effectiveness of the proposed

lgorithm, some experimental results will be shown in Section 5 .

inally, conclusions, limitations and future work will be given in

ection 6 . 

. Related work 

3D Printing. Recently, 3D printing has become a popular topic

n Computer Graphics Community. Extensive algorithms have

een presented to handle complex geometric problems in this

eld. Some of them attempt to design mechanical toy and au-

omata [7,8] , and articulated models [9,10] . The other algorithms

re proposed to improve printing efficiency [11,12] and qual-

ty [13,14] , and dynamic stability [15–18] . In contrast, our work is

roposed to generated support-free frame structures with minimal

aterial usage, while meeting a given structural strength, print-

bility, and so on. 

Interior structures. In computer graphics community, many ef-

orts have been spent on designing light-weight structures to re-

uce material cost and maintain certain mechanical properties,

uch as structural soundness and stability, etc. The idea of cost-

ffective 3D printing has been introduced in Wang et al. [1] . To

educe printing material, skin-frame structure is designed inside

f 3D model with proposed topology optimization and geometry

ptimization. At the same time, structural strength, static stabil-

ty, and printability are optimized in their framework. Similarly,

he work by Zhang et al. [4] uses medial axis tree instead of frame

tructures, which can naturally transfer the external loads from dif-

erent directions to the inner core structure. Different from these

ethods, Lu et al. [2] and Sá et al. [19] divide the interior of

he model with honeycomb-cell structure which is known to be

f minimal material cost, while providing strength in tension. Wu

t al. [5] present a method to generate bone-like porous structures

s lightweight infill for additive manufacturing with topology opti-

ization. 

Since the structural strength is not considered during the ob-

ainment of 3D models, so many models cannot be successfully

rinted or maybe damaged during daily usage and transportation.

o enhance structural weak models, Stava et al. [6] propose three

trategies to enhance the structural weak regions: insert additional

truts, thicken weak parts, or hollow strong regions. 

However, the above algorithms do not take into account the

upport-free printing property of the generated structures. As a re-

ult, many impending struts, nodes, or sub-structures maybe ex-

sted resulting in a large number additional internal supporting

tructures during printing, which not only damage the mechanics

roperties but also consume additional printing material, printing

ime, and energy. In contrast, we propose a support-free optimiza-

ion framework to maker sure the generated frame structures are

rinted without interior support structures. 

External support structure. To guarantee the integrity of the

rinted objects and stability of printing, additional outer support-

ng structures should be designed and added on the model. This

rocedure not only wastes printing material, but also consumes

rinting time and energy. To effectively solve this issue, many re-

earches have been devoted to reducing the supporting structures

ith different strategies. 

Vanek et al. [20] present a novel, geometry-based approach to

inimize the supporting material while providing sufficient sup-

ort. In their method, they need to orient the model into a po-

ition with minimal impending area and the points need to be

upported are detected. Finally, a tree-like structure is used to de-

ign outer supporting structures. Under a given printing direction,

u et al. [21] propose an algorithm to partition 3D models into
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approximate pyramidal parts to largely reduce outer supporting

structures, as pyramidal shape does not need supporting structures

at all. Hu et al. [22] deform the input shape to reduce impend-

ing area to effectively reduce outer supporting structures. Scaffold-

ings structures [3] and branching structures [23] are used to design

outer supporting structures, respectively. Their algorithms are able

to reduce a large number outer supporting structures. 

However, all algorithms described above do not consider the in-

terior support structures. 

Interior support structure. Many 3D printing researches need

to generate holes inside the model, such as printing material re-

duction [2] , stability optimization [24] , etc. However, these algo-

rithms do not guarantee the generated holes can be printed with-

out inner supporting structures, resulting in the damage of ge-

ometrical and structural properties. To handel this problem, Wei

et al. [25] partition the model into several shell parts so that

each part can be printed without inner supporting structures. Al-

though the parts generated with their algorithm do not need

inner supporting structures, the parts should be glued together

after printed which will generate clear gaps between neighbor-

ing parts. To overcome this issue, Wu et al. [26] propose an al-

gorithm to fill the inside of a model with self-supporting rhombic

structures. Similarly to [26] , we propose an algorithm to generate

support-free inner frame structures to avoid interior support struc-

tures while meeting a given structural strength and geometrical

constraints. 

Topology optimization. Nowadays, topology optimization algo-

rithms have be widely used in 3D printing to generate structural

integrity and soundness structures. Specifically, some researchers

propose topology optimization frameworks by taking into account

the supporting structure. Amir et al. [27] propose a sensitivity-

based topology optimization framework which assumes a con-

tinuous dependence of support volume on boundary or topology

perturbation. Although the proposed algorithm can significantly

reduce support structures, they cannot totally avoid supporting

structures. To achieve the above goal, Langelaar [28] proposes a

new filter for density-based topology optimization targeting fun-

damental geometrical printability aspects. 

Self-supporting structures. Nowadays, many researcher propose

algorithms to design self-supporting surfaces or structures. Vouga

et al. [29] use the thrust network method of analysis and present

an iterative nonlinear optimization algorithm for efficiently ap-

proximating freeform shapes by self-supporting masonry. Panozzo

et al. [30] propose an algorithm to find self-supported masonry

structure that is as close as possible to the given target surface

by optimizing the force layouts both geometrically and topolog-

ically. Goes et al. [31] present a novel approach for the analy-

sis and design of self-supporting simplicial masonry structures.

Liu et al. [32] propose an algorithm to design masonry structures

by regular triangulation. Tang et al. [33] propose a too to de-

sign self-supporting meshes which can be extended to treat the

static equilibrium of the shapes with overhanging parts. Deuss

et al. [34] present a method to gradually construct the masonry

model in stable sections and drastically reduces the material re-

quirements and construction costs. 

However, most of them are not related to the fabrication with

3D printing technologies. Therefore, the self-supporting property

considered in their algorithms is not the same as support-free

printing property described in our paper. 

3. Problem and formulation 

3.1. Problem and notations 

Given an input mesh M , our goal is to generate a frame struc-

ture H to represent M so that the inner struts of H can be printed
ithout any additional interior support at the cost of the minimal

aterial, while considering the constraints of mechanical proper-

ies and the geometric similarity as well. 

The frame structure H, used in [1] as lightweight structure, is

omposed of an outer structure O H and an inner structure I H 

,

hat is H = O H 

∪ I H 

. The outer structure O H 

is generated on the

ffset mesh M 

′ 
with a distance h S to the input mesh M , where

 

′ 
is obtained with the algorithm presented in [35] . Each struc-

ure is composed of a spherical nodes set V = V int ∪ V out = { v i , i =
 , 2 , . . . , | V |} which are located on or inside the offset mesh M 

′ 
,

nd a cylindrical struts set E = E int ∪ E out = { e j , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , | E|}
ith radius r j and length l j for each strut e j ∈ E . Fig. 3 illustrates

he notations described above. 

As the generated frame structures maybe covered by a skin

tructure, so the sets of V out and E out are fixed during our opti-

ization, and only the radii of E out are optimized. 

.2. Overview 

The pipeline of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . For a given

riangular mesh M ( Fig. 2 (a)), we generate its offset version

 

′ [35] with distance h S which is the printable thickness of the

urrent 3D printer ( Fig. 2 (b)). We randomly sample a large number

f nodes inside M 

′ as inner nodes, and connect k -nearest nodes

o generate inner struts whose radii are initialized to provide a

rior for the following optimization ( Fig. 2 (c)). Thirdly, sparsity op-

imization framework with support-free constraint is proposed to

liminate non-support-free struts and structural redundant struts

 Fig. 2 (d)). Finally, overhanging angle optimization is proposed to

urther reduce material usage with overhanging angle constraint

 Fig. 2 (e)). The details of each step will be introduced in the fol-

owing. 

.3. Constraints 

Before presenting our optimization formulation, we will first in-

roduce several geometrical and structural constraints integrated in

ur formulation. 

.3.1. Structural constraints 

In the following, we will only briefly introduce several struc-

ural constraints optimized in our formulation, and the interested

eaders are recommended to [1] for more details. 

tiffness. In this paper, beam based finite element method (FEM)

s used to calculate the stiffness of the frame structure: 

 (V , r ) D = F (r ) , (1)

here, K ( V , r ) is a stiffness matrix depending on nodal position V

nd strut radii r , F (r ) = { f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f | V | } are the (internal and exter-

al) forces acting on the nodes, and D = { d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d | V | } are the

eformations of the nodes. 

lastic property. For a strut, its shear stress and axis stress are de-

ned as follows: 

| e T d e | 
‖ e ‖ 

2 
γ ≤ σ, e ∈ E, (2)

‖ e ‖ 

2 d e − (e T d e ) e 

‖ e ‖ 

μ ≤ τ, e ∈ E, (3)

here, d e = d i 2 
− d i 1 

, e = v i 2 v i 1 , v i 1 and v i 2 are two end points of

 , σ , γ , μ, and τ represent tensile (or compression) strength, ten-

ile modulus, shear modulus, and shear strength of the printing

aterial, respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of the proposed algorithm. Input a triangular mesh. (a) Support-free inner frame structure is generated in its offset version. (b) We randomly generate a 

large number of inner struts and nodes and initialize the radii of all struts. (c) All redundant struts and non-support-free struts are eliminated. (d) The inner struts and 

nodes are further optimized to reduce material usage. (e) This model is generated with three forces: one on the top (15 N) and the other two are opposite. (15 N) Color in 

these subfigures are used to visualize the radii of all struts. Some front outer struts are removed to clearly see the inner struts. 

Fig. 3. The illustration of some notations used in this work. 
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uckling. All struts are subject to buckling constraints according to

 j ≥
l j 

α
, e j ∈ E out ∪ E int (4)

here, α is the slenderness radio. 

.3.2. Support-free constraints 

To achieve the support-free printing property of struts, we de-

ign the following constraint: 

( cos θ j − cos �) .r j < ε, e j ∈ E int (5)

nce all inner struts satisfy support-free printing property, we can

urther optimize the positions of inner nodes to reduce material

sage under the following overhanging angle constraint: 

os θ j ≤ cos �, e j ∈ E int (6) 

here, θ j in Eqs. (5) and (6) represents the overhanging angle of

he j th inner strut, � in Eqs. (5) and (6) is a parameter to control

upport-free printing property and the shape of the final struts,

hich is set to 45 ° in our paper. 

In sparsity optimization ( Section 4.2.1 ), we only optimize the

adii of all struts, that is overhanging angle θ j s are fixed. For Eq.

5) , if θ j < � (impending), that is cos θ j − cos � > 0 , to satisfy con-

traint (5) , r j must approach ε. In contrast, constraint (5) is natu-

ally satisfied when θ j ≥ �. In this way, the radii of non-support-

ree struts will become very small after sparsity optimization. In

verhanging angle optimization ( Section 4.2.2) , the node positions

re optimized. Therefore, we should add overhanging angle con-

traint ( Eq. (6) ) for inner struts during optimization to guarantee

heir support-free property, that is the overhanging angle must be

arger than �. 

.3.3. Geometrical similarity constraint 

To maintain the geometry details and the appearance of the

odel, the frame structure should not have large deformations,
hat is: 

 d i ‖ ≤ ε, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , | V | (7)

.3.4. Printability 

To ensure the generated struts are manufacturable, the lower

ounds of strut radii are set as η for a particular 3D printer. In

ddition, the upper bounds for outer struts are set as h S to avoid

ying outside M if it is covered by M , i.e., 

≤ r j ≤ h S , e j ∈ E out (8) 

nd the radii of the inner struts can be set with a larger upper

ound η̄, i.e., 

≤ r j ≤ η̄, e j ∈ E int (9) 

. Our algorithm 

As shown in Fig. 2 , our algorithm is composed of two major

teps: Initialization and support-free optimization which contains

parsity optimization and overhanging angle optimization. The de-

ails of these steps will be introduced in the following sections. 

.1. Initialization 

For outer frame structure, its nodes are the points of M 

′ 
with

adius c , and its struts generated by replacing the edges of M 

′ 

ith cylinders whose radius are r . For inner nodes, a user-specified

umber is used to evenly sample inside the solid volume enclosed

y M 

′ 
. The inner frame struts of inner frame structure T I is gener-

ted by connecting k -nearest neighboring sampling nodes via the

NN algorithm [36] , where k is set to 15 in our experiments. 

The outer struts initialized in the above way may not be to-

ally support-free. To handle this issue, strut based supports design

ethod described in [1] is used to design supports for outer frame

tructure. The supports located inside of inner frame structure are

een as the struts of inner frame structure, and optimized with

he proposed support-free optimization framework. In this way, we

ust need to optimize the support-free printing property of inner

rame structure. 

To provide a reasonable solution for support-free optimization,

e use the size optimization described in [1] to obtain the initial

adii and volume which are denoted as ˜ r and V ol( ˜ r , V , E) , respec-

ively. 

.2. Support-free optimization 

In this section, a support-free optimization framework is pro-

osed to generate support-free inner frame structure, which con-

ains two steps: sparsity optimization and overhanging angle op-

imization. Sparsity optimization is used to eliminate the redun-

ant inner struts and the struts which do not satisfy support-free
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Fig. 4. Distributions of strut radii and angle between neighboring inner struts be- 

fore and after sparsity optimization on the Semi-Sphere model shown in Fig. 2 . Left: 

the cumulative distributions of strut radii before and after sparsity optimization. 

Right: the cumulative distributions of overhanging angles of internal struts before 

and after sparsity optimization. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 5. The node marked with red circle is a impending point exposed after the 

optimization process and the node marked with black circle is a impending point 

on the outer frame structure. (a) The new-added struts (b) can support these im- 

pending nodes and make the model manufacturable. All inner struts and nodes are 

further optimized to achieve minimal material usage (c). (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 

Fig. 6. Two different views of the optimized Bird-Cage model. The Bird-Cage model 

are generated with two pairs of opposite forces. (For interpretation of the references 

to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Bunny model is optimized with three forces in different directions (see the 

light blue arrows) by the proposed algorithm. As we can see that all inner struts 

are support-free. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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constraint. In addition, a struts’ elimination strategy is proposed

to design supports with inner struts for all of the outer and in-

ner impending nodes. Overhanging angle optimization is applied

to further optimize the shape of inner frame structures to reduce

material usage. 

4.2.1. Sparsity optimization 

The left red curve of Fig. 4 shows the result of Semi-Sphere

model after initialization. It is obviously seen that many struts of

inner frame structure I H 

have negligible influence on the struc-

tural strength as their radii approach the printable lower bound of

the printer, which will waste many material if it is printed. Fur-

thermore, many struts do not satisfy support-free printing prop-

erty, see the red curve in the right of Fig. 4 . Therefore, the inner

frame structure should be optimized to eliminate redundant struts

and non-support-free struts to reduce material usage and generate

support-free inner frame structure. 

We know that if the radius of a strut becomes or approximates

to zero, it is vanished. Thus the number of struts is equal to the

number of non-zero strut radii, i.e., | E int | = ‖ r int ‖ 0 . Therefore, we

propose the following 
 0 sparsity optimization to eliminate redun-

dant and non-support-free struts and achieve simplicity of the in-

ner frame structure: 

min 

r 
| E int | = ‖ r int ‖ 0 

s.t. { (1 − 4) , (6) , (8 − 10) } (10)

As our major goal is to reduce printing material, so a volume con-

straint should be added in formulation (10) : 

 ol(r , V , E) ≤ V ol( ˜ r , V , E) (11)

where, V ol( ˜ r , V , E) is obtained from initialization step. Formula-

tion (10) can be approximately solved with a reweighting strategy

presented in [1] . 

As we can see from the blue curve of Fig. 4 (left), the radii of a

large number of inner struts approach zero after sparsity optimiza-

tion. Therefore, we are able to simply eliminate these struts with a

threshold ζ , that is: 

̂ E int = { e j ∈ E int | ̂ r j ≥ ζ } (12)

where, ζ is set to 10 −5 mm in our implementation. After struts

elimination, the overhanging angle of all struts are larger than 45 °
(blue curve of Fig. 4 (right)), that is all struts are support-free. 
Fig. 5 (a) shows a frame structure whose non-support-free struts

nd redundant struts have been eliminated according to Eq. (12) .

e can see from the red circle that some inner node is impend-

ng which will need support structures during printing. In addition,

ome node of outer frame structure maybe also impending (black

ircle). 

To prevent the occurrence of these kinds of impending nodes,

e propose the following strategy. 

• We detect the inner struts whose radii are larger than ζ and

analyse the nodes connecting with these struts. 
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Fig. 8. Buddha model is optimized with three different size of forces on the same regions: 10 N(left), 15 N(middle), and 20 N(right), respectively. Each model is optimized 

with force in three different directions (arrows). The number of inner struts and their radii are increased with the increase of forces. 

Fig. 9. More frame structures generated with our algorithm. The first row shows the final frame structures. The second row shows the distribution of overhanging angles 

before and after sparsity optimization. 
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• If a node p is impending, we start from p to find a strut which

is support-free and its the other end node q is below of p . 
• The radius of the found strut is set as a large value, and we

check whether q is impending. 
• If so, we back to the step 2, otherwise the process is stopped. 

The above strategy is iteratively implemented until no impend-

ng inner nodes. For impending nodes on outer frame structure,

e implement the same procedure described above to find their

upports among inner struts. 
As seen in Fig. 5 (b), some inner struts are added for these

mpending nodes which are further optimized with overhanging

ngle optimization ( Section 4.2.2 ). The final result is shown in

ig. 5 (c). 

.2.2. Overhanging angle optimization 

After sparsity optimization and struts’ elimination, the radii of

any struts are not optimal which will waste some printing ma-

erial. Furthermore, the angles between inner struts can be op-

imized to obtain an optimal inner support-free frame structure.
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Fig. 10. Printed objects generated with our algorithm. 

Table 1 

Statistics of Our approach. The third column shows the number of struts (outer and inner) after initialization, the fourth column shows the number of final struts (outer and 

inner), the fifth column shows the solid volume, the sixth column shows the volume of final struts (outer and inner), and the last column lists the running time of models 

whose unit is minute. 

Model Figure #Struts #Struts Volume solid Struts volume opt. Timing 

(Before opt.) (After opt.) ( 10 4 mm 

3 ) ( 10 3 mm 

3 ) (min.) 

Semi-Sphere Fig. 2 2087 762 92.43 18.29 28.8 

Bird-Cage Fig. 6 2494 623 41.89 13.57 39.2 

Bunny Fig. 7 2489 806 30.58 5.54 37.4 

Buddha Fig. 8 (left) 2313 641 34.61 7.09 31.4 

Cat Fig. 9 (left) 2338 1032 26.43 6.24 34.3 

Rabbit Fig. 9 (middle) 2660 488 8.11 3.52 43.9 

Kitten Fig. 9 (right) 2355 795 12.17 4.54 36.2 
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Therefore, we proposed the following overhanging angle optimiza-

tion framework to optimize the geometric positions of the inner

nodes and the radii of struts with overhanging angle constraint de-

fined in Eq. (6) : 

min 

r , V int 

V ol(r , V , ̂ E ) 

s.t. { (1 − 4) , (7 − 10) } 
(13)

Finally, we get an optimized frame structure T ∗ = { V 

∗, E ∗} . The

final result of semi-sphere is shown in Fig. 2 (d). 

5. Implementation and results 

There are several parameters in our formulation. η and η̄ are set

as 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. ε in Eq. (7) is set to 0.05 mm.

h S in Eq. (8) is set to 0.8 mm . The height of all models optimized

in our paper is scaled to 100 mm. 

The whole optimization formulation was implemented with

mixed MATLAB and C++, and it was run on a PC with In-

tel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz and 32 GB memory.

For the constrained nonlinear optimization problem, Matlab solver

fmincon is used to solve it which is based on interior point

theory. 

To evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed

algorithm, we test our method on several 3D models. All frame

structures generated with our algorithm can withstand a certain

external forces and can be printed without any interior support

structures. To clearly see the generated inner frame structure, we

cut some front struts of outer frame structure. 

In Fig. 6 , Bird-Cage model is optimized with four forces (yel-

low arrows and light blue arrows) and the result is shown in

two different views: front ( Fig. 6 (left)) and one side ( Fig. 6 (right)).

From this figure we can see that the generated inner frame struc-

ture with the proposed optimization framework can withstand

a given structural strength and meet support-free printing prop-

i  
rty, that is all overhanging angles of inner struts are larger than

5 °. 
As shown in the left of Fig. 1 , Stave et al. insert additional struts

o increase the structural strength of the Bunny model. But some

f the added struts are impending which need additional support

tructures to help print. In addition, the frame structure gener-

ted with [1] under a finger grasping force for Semi-sphere model

as an impending inner strut which also cannot be printed with-

ut support structures. However, the frame structure optimized

ith our algorithm for these models are support-free, see Figs. 2

nd 7 . 

In Fig. 8 , we show the frame structures generated with three

ifferent forces: 10N, 15N, and 20N, respectively. From this figure

e can see that the number of inner struts and their radii are in-

reased with the increase of forces. However, all inner struts are

upport-free. 

Fig. 9 shows more frame structures generated with our opti-

ization framework. The first row shows the final frame struc-

ures. The second row shows the distribution of overhanging an-

les before and after sparsity optimization. This figure clearly

hows that all inner struts generated with our algorithm are

upport-free. 

Fig. 10 shows some of the printed objects that generated with

ur method. All objects are printed with Makerbot 2. The print-

ng material is grey PLA and the slicing thickness is 0 . 2 mm .

able 1 lists the number of struts before and after optimization,

olume of the initial model and optimized frame structure, and the

unning time of all models. 

. Conclusions and future work 

In this work, we propose an automatic and practical method

o generate support-free frame structure for a given 3D model.

upport-free constraints are designed according to the angle be-

ween printing direction and strut normals. A sparsity optimization

s proposed to eliminate redundant and non-support-free struts
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nd overhanging angle optimization is proposed further optimize

he shape of struts for the purpose of material reduction. In addi-

ion, an elimination strategy is designed to avoid impending inner

nd outer nodes. 

However, the proposed algorithm still has several limitations.

irst of all, we do not optimize the frame structures with arbitrary

xternal forces which is often insufficient to expose the true struc-

ure weakness. Secondly, we only take into account the internal

upport structure, since outer support structures are always easy

o be cleaned. Finally, our algorithm is mainly suitable for fused

eposition printing technology, such as FDM. 
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